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Development of Products by Lead Users

The idea that novel products and services are developed by manufacturers
is deeply ingrained in both traditional expectations and scholarship. When
we as users of products complain about the shortcomings of an existing
product or wish for a new one, we commonly think that “they” should
develop it—not us. Even the conventional term for an individual end user,
“consumer,” implicitly suggests that users are not active in product and
service development. Nonetheless, there is now very strong empirical evidence that product development and modification by both user firms and
users as individual consumers is frequent, pervasive, and important.
I begin this chapter by reviewing the evidence that many users indeed do
develop and modify products for their own use in many fields. I then show
that innovation is concentrated among lead users, and that lead users’ innovations often become commercial products.
Many Users Innovate
The evidence on user innovation frequency and pervasiveness is summarized in table 2.1. We see here that the frequency with which user firms and
individual consumers develop or modify products for their own use range
from 10 percent to nearly 40 percent in fields studied to date. The matter
has been studied across a wide range of industrial product types where innovating users are user firms, and also in various types of sporting equipment,
where innovating users are individual consumers.
The studies cited in table 2.1 clearly show that a lot of product development and modification by users is going on. However, these findings should
not be taken to reflect innovation rates in overall populations of users. All of
the studies probably were affected by a response bias. (That is, if someone
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Table 2.1
Many respondents reported developing or modifying products for their own use in
the eight product areas listed here.
Percentage
Number and type of

developing and
building product

users sampled

for own use

Source

136 user firm attendees
at PC-CAD conference
Employees in 74 pipe
hanger installation firms
Employees in 102
Australian libraries using
computerized OPAC
library information
systems
261 surgeons working
in university clinics in
Germany
131 technically
sophisticated Apache
users (webmasters)

24.3%

Urban and von
Hippel 1988
Herstatt and
von Hippel 1992
Morrison et al.
2000

Industrial products
1. Printed circuit
CAD software
2. Pipe hanger
hardware
3. Library
information
systems

4. Surgical
equipment
5. Apache OS
server software
security features

Consumer products
6. Outdoor
153 recipients of mail
consumer
order catalogs for
products
outdoor activity
products for consumers
7. “Extreme”
197 members of 4
sporting
specialized sporting
equipment
clubs in 4 “extreme”
sports
8. Mountain
biking equipment

291 mountain bikers
in a geographic region

36%
26%

22%

Lüthje 2003

19.1%

Franke and von
Hippel 2003

9.8%

Lüthje 2004

37.8%

Franke and
Shah 2003

19.2%

Lüthje et al.
2002

sends a questionnaire about whether you innovated or not, you might be
more inclined to respond if your answer is “Yes.”). Also, each of the studies
looked at innovation rates affecting a particular product type among users
who care a great deal about that product type. Thus, university surgeons
(study 4 in table 2.1) care a great deal about having just-right surgical equipment, just as serious mountain bikers (study 8) care a great deal about having just-right equipment for their sport. As the intensity of interest goes
down, it is likely that rates of user innovation drop too. This is probably
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what is going on in the case of the study of purchasers of outdoor consumer
products (study 6). All we are told about that sample of users of outdoor
consumer products is that they are recipients of one or more mail order
catalogs from suppliers of relatively general outdoor items—winter jackets,
sleeping bags, and so on. Despite the fact that these users were asked if they
have developed or modified any item in this broad category of goods (rather
than a very specific one such as a mountain bike), just 10 percent answered
in the affirmative. Of course, 10 percent or even 5 percent of a user population numbering in the tens of millions worldwide is still a very large
number—so we again realize that many users are developing and modifying products.
The cited studies also do not set an upper or a lower bound on the commercial or technical importance of user-developed products and product
modifications that they report, and it is likely that most are of minor significance. However, most innovations from any source are minor, so userinnovators are no exception in this regard. Further, to say an innovation is
minor is not the same as saying it is trivial: minor innovations are cumulatively responsible for much or most technical progress. Hollander (1965)
found that about 80 percent of unit cost reductions in Rayon manufacture
were the cumulative result of minor technical changes. Knight (1963, VII,
pp. 2–3) measured performance advances in general-purpose digital computers and found, similarly, that “these advances occur as the result of
equipment designers using their knowledge of electronics technology to
produce a multitude of small improvements that together produce significant performance advances.”
Although most products and product modifications that users or others
develop will be minor, users are by no means restricted to developing minor
or incremental innovations. Qualitative observations have long indicated
that important process improvements are developed by users. Smith (1776,
pp. 11–13) pointed out the importance of “the invention of a great number
of machines which facilitate and abridge labor, and enable one man to do
the work of many.” He also noted that “a great part of the machines made
use of in those manufactures in which labor is most subdivided, were originally the invention of common workmen, who, being each of them
employed in some very simple operation, naturally turned their thoughts
towards finding out easier and readier methods of performing it.”
Rosenberg (1976) studied the history of the US machine tool industry and
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found that important and basic machine types like lathes and milling
machines were first developed and built by user firms having a strong need
for them. Textile manufacturing firms, gun manufacturers and sewing
machine manufacturers were important early user-developers of machine
tools. Other studies show quantitatively that some of the most important
and novel products and processes have been developed by user firms and
by individual users. Enos (1962) reported that nearly all the most important
innovations in oil refining were developed by user firms. Freeman (1968)
found that the most widely licensed chemical production processes were
developed by user firms. Von Hippel (1988) found that users were the developers of about 80 percent of the most important scientific instrument innovations, and also the developers of most of the major innovations in
semiconductor processing. Pavitt (1984) found that a considerable fraction
of invention by British firms was for in-house use. Shah (2000) found that
the most commercially important equipment innovations in four sporting
fields tended to be developed by individual users.
Lead User Theory
A second major finding of empirical research into innovation by users is
that most user-developed products and product modifications (and the
most commercially attractive ones) are developed by users with “lead user”
characteristics. Recall from chapter 1 that lead users are defined as members
of a user population having two distinguishing characteristics: (1) They are
at the leading edge of an important market trend(s), and so are currently
experiencing needs that will later be experienced by many users in that
market. (2) They anticipate relatively high benefits from obtaining a solution to their needs, and so may innovate.
The theory that led to defining “lead users” in terms of these two characteristics was derived as follows (von Hippel 1986). First, the “ahead on an
important market trend” variable was included because of its assumed effect
on the commercial attractiveness of innovations developed by users residing at a leading-edge position in a market. Market needs are not static—they
evolve, and often they are driven by important underlying trends. If people
are distributed with respect to such trends as diffusion theory indicates,
then people at the leading edges of important trends will be experiencing
needs today (or this year) that the bulk of the market will experience tomor-
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row (or next year). And, if users develop and modify products to satisfy their
own needs, then the innovations that lead users develop should later be
attractive to many. The expected benefits variable and its link to innovation
likelihood was derived from studies of industrial product and process innovations. These showed that the greater the benefit an entity expects to
obtain from a needed innovation, the greater will be that entity’s investment in obtaining a solution, where a solution is an innovation either
developed or purchased (Schmookler 1966; Mansfield 1968).
Empirical studies to date have confirmed lead user theory. Morrison,
Roberts, and Midgely (2004) studied the characteristics of innovating and
non-innovating users of computerized library information systems in a
sample of Australian libraries. They found that the two lead user characteristics were distributed in a continuous, unimodal manner in that sample.
They also found that the two characteristics of lead users and the actual
development of innovations by users were highly correlated. Franke and
von Hippel (2003b) confirmed these findings in a study of innovating
and non-innovating users of Apache web server software. They also found
that the commercial attractiveness of innovations developed by users
increased along with the strength of those users’ lead user characteristics.
Evidence of Innovation by Lead Users
Several studies have found that user innovation is largely the province of
users that have lead user characteristics, and that products lead users
develop often form the basis for commercial products. These general findings appear robust: the studies have used a variety of techniques and have
addressed a variety of markets and innovator types. Brief reviews of four
studies will convey the essence of what has been found.
Innovation in Industrial Product User Firms
In the first empirical study of lead users’ role in innovation, Urban and von
Hippel (1988) studied user innovation activity related to a type of software
used to design printed circuit boards. A major market trend to which
printed circuit computer-aided design software (PC-CAD) must respond is
the steady movement toward packing electronic circuitry more densely
onto circuit boards. Higher density means one that can shrink boards in
overall size and that enables the circuits they contain to operate faster—both
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strongly desired attributes. Designing a board at the leading edge of what is
technically attainable in density at any particular time is a very demanding
task. It involves some combination of learning to make the printed circuit
wires narrower, learning how to add more layers of circuitry to a board, and
using smaller electronic components.
To explore the link between user innovation and needs at the leading
edge of the density trend, Urban and von Hippel collected a sample of 138
user-firm employees who had attended a trade show on the topic of PCCAD. To learn the position of each firm on the density trend, they asked
questions about the density of the boards that each PC-CAD user firm was
currently producing. To learn about each user’s likely expected benefits
from improvements to PC-CAD, they asked questions about how satisfied
each respondent was with their firm’s present PC-CAD capabilities. To
learn about users’ innovation activities, they asked questions about
whether each firm had modified or built its own PC-CAD software for its
own in-house use.
Users’ responses were cluster analyzed, and clear lead user (n = 38) and
non-lead-user (n = 98) clusters were found. Users in the lead user cluster were
those that made the densest boards on average and that also were dissatisfied with their PC-CAD capabilities. In other words, they were at the leading
edge of an important market trend, and they had a high incentive to innovate to improve their capabilities. Strikingly, 87 percent of users in the lead
user cluster reported either developing or modifying the PC-CAD software
that they used. In contrast, only 1 percent of non-lead users reported this
type of innovation. Clearly, in this case user innovation was very strongly
concentrated in the lead user segment of the user population. A discriminant analysis on indicated that “build own system” was the most important
indicator of membership in the lead user cluster. The discriminant analysis
had 95.6 percent correct classification of cluster membership.
The commercial attractiveness of PC-CAD solutions developed by lead
users was high. This was tested by determining whether lead users and more
ordinary users preferred a new PC-CAD system concept containing features
developed by lead users over the best commercial PC-CAD system available
at the time of the study (as determined by a large PC-CAD system manufacturer’s competitive analysis) and two additional concepts. The concept
containing lead user features was significantly preferred at even twice the
price (p < 0.01).
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Innovation in Libraries
Morrison, Roberts, and von Hippel (2000) explored user modifications
made by Australian libraries to computerized information search systems
called Online Public Access systems (“OPACs”). Libraries might not seem
the most likely spot for technological innovators to lurk. However, computer technologies and the Internet have had a major effect on how
libraries are run, and many libraries now have in-house programming
expertise. Computerized search methods for libraries were initially developed by advanced and technically sophisticated user institutions.
Development began in the United States in the 1970s with work by major
universities and the Library of Congress, with support provided by grants
from the federal government (Tedd 1994). Until roughly 1978, the only
such systems extant were those that had been developed by libraries for
their own use. In the late 1970s, the first commercial providers of computerized search systems for libraries appeared in the United States, and by
1985 there were at least 48 OPAC vendors in the United States alone
(Matthews 1985). In Australia (site of the study sample), OPAC adoption
began about 8 years later than in the United States (Tedd 1994).
Morrison, Roberts, and I obtained responses from 102 Australian libraries
that were users of OPACs. We found that 26 percent of these had in fact
modified their OPAC hardware or software far beyond the user-adjustment
capabilities provided by the system manufacturers. The types of innovations that the libraries developed varied widely according to local needs.
For example, the library that modified its OPAC to “add book retrieval
instructions for staff and patrons” (table 2.2) did so because its collection
of books was distributed in a complex way across a number of buildings—
making it difficult for staff and patrons to find books without precise directions. There was little duplication of innovations except in the case of
adding Internet search capabilities to OPACs. In that unusual case, nine
libraries went ahead and did the programming needed to add this important feature in advance of its being offered by the manufacturers of their
systems.
The libraries in the sample were asked to rank themselves on a number
of characteristics, including “leading edge status” (LES). (Leading edge status, a construct developed by Morrison, is related to and highly correlated
with the lead user construct (in this sample, ρ(LES, CLU) = 0.904, p = 0.000).1
Self-evaluation bias was checked for by asking respondents to name other
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Table 2.2
OPAC modifications created by users served a wide variety of functions.
Improved library management

Improved information-search capabilities

Add library patron summary statistics
Add library identifiers

Integrate images in records (2)

Add location records for physical audit
Add book retrieval instructions for staff and
patrons
Add CD ROM System backup
Add book access control based on copyright
Patrons can check their status via OPAC
Patrons can reserve books via OPAC (2)
Remote access to OPAC by different systems
Add graduated system access via password
Add interfaces to other in-house IT systems
Word processing and correspondence (2)
Umbrella for local information collection (2)
Local systems adaptation

Combined menu/command searches
Add title sorting and short title listing
Add fast access key commands
Add multilingual search formats
Add key word searches (2)
Add topic linking and subject access
Add prior search recall feature
Add search “navigation aids”
Add different hierarchical searches
Access to other libraries’ catalogs (2)
Add or customize web interface (9)
Hot links for topics
Extended searches
Hot links for source material

Source of data: Morrison et al. 2000, table 1. Number of users (if more than one)
developing functionally similar innovations is shown in parentheses after description
of innovation.

libraries they regarded as having the characteristics of lead users. Selfevaluations and evaluations by others did not differ significantly.
Libraries that had modified their OPAC systems were found to have significantly higher LES—that is, to be lead users. They were also found to
have significantly higher incentives to make modifications than noninnovators, better in-house technical skills, and fewer “external resources”
(for example, they found it difficult to find outside vendors to develop the
modifications they wanted for them). Application of these four variables in
a logit model classified libraries into innovator and non-innovator categories with an accuracy of 88 percent (table 2.3).
The commercial value of user-developed innovations in the library OPAC
sample was assessed in a relatively informal way. Two development managers employed by the Australian branches of two large OPAC manufacturers were asked to evaluate the commercial value of each user innovation in
the sample. They were asked two questions about each: (1) “How important
commercially to your firm is the functionality added to OPACs by this userdeveloped modification?” (2) “How novel was the information contained
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Table 2.3
Factors associated with innovating in librararies (logit model). χ 24 = 33.85; ρ2 = 0.40;
classification rate = 87.78%.
Coefficient

Standard error

Leading-edge status

1.862

0.601

Lack of incentive to modify
Lack of in-house technology skills
Lack of external resources

–0.845
–1.069
0.695

0.436
0.412
0.456

Constant

–2.593

0.556

Source: Morrison et al. 2000, table 6.

in the user innovation to your firm at the time that innovation was developed?” Responses from both managers indicated that about 70 percent (25
out of 39) of the user modifications provided functionality improvements
of at least “medium” commercial importance to OPACs—and in fact many
of the functions were eventually incorporated in the OPACs the manufacturers sold. However, the managers also felt that their firms generally
already knew about the lead users’ needs when the users developed their
solutions, and that the innovations the users developed provided novel
information to their company only in 10–20 percent of the cases. (Even
when manufacturers learn about lead users’ needs early, they may not think
it profitable to develop their own solution for an “emerging” need until
years later. I will develop this point in chapter 4.)
“Consumer” Innovation in Sports Communities
Franke and Shah (2003) studied user innovation in four communities of
sports enthusiasts. The communities, all located in Germany, were focused
on four very different sports.
One community was devoted to canyoning, a new sport popular in the
Alps. Canyoning combines mountain climbing, abseiling (rappelling), and
swimming in canyons. Members do things like rappel down the middle of
an active waterfall into a canyon below. Canyoning requires significant skill
and involves physical risk. It is also a sport in rapid evolution as participants
try new challenges and explore the edges of what is both achievable and fun.
The second community studied was devoted to sailplaning. Sailplaning or
gliding, a more mature sport than canyoning, involves flying in a closed,
engineless glider carrying one or two people. A powered plane tows the
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glider to a desired altitude by means of a rope; then the rope is dropped and
the engineless glider flies on its own, using thermal updrafts in the atmosphere to gain altitude as possible. The sailplaning community studied by
Franke and Shah consisted of students of technical universities in Germany
who shared an interest in sailplaning and in building their own sailplanes.
Boardercross was the focus of the third community. In this sport, six
snowboarders compete simultaneously in a downhill race. Racetracks vary,
but each is likely to incorporate tunnels, steep curves, water holes, and
jumps. The informal community studied consisted of semi-professional athletes from all over the world who met in as many as ten competitions a year
in Europe, in North America, and in Japan.
The fourth community studied was a group of semi-professional cyclists
with various significant handicaps, such as cerebral palsy or an amputated
limb. Such individuals must often design or make improvements to their
equipment to accommodate their particular disabilities. These athletes
knew each other well from national and international competitions, training sessions, and seminars sponsored by the Deutscher Sportbund (German
National Sports Council).
A total of 197 respondents (a response rate of 37.8 percent) answered a questionnaire about innovation activities in their communities. Thirty-two percent reported that they had developed or modified equipment they used for
their sport. The rate of innovation varied among the sports, the high being 41
percent of the sailplane enthusiasts reporting innovating and the low being
18 percent of the boardercross snowboarders reporting. (The complexity of
the equipment used in the various sports probably had something to do with
this variation: a sailplane has many more components than a snowboard.)
The innovations developed varied a great deal. In the sailplane community, users developed innovations ranging from a rocket-assisted emergency
ejection system to improvements in cockpit ventilation. Snowboarders
invented such things as improved boots and bindings. Canyoners’ inventions included very specialized solutions, such as a way to cut loose a trapped
rope by using a chemical etchant. With respect to commercial potential,
Franke and Shah found that 23 percent of the user-developed innovations
reported were or soon would be produced for sale by a manufacturer.
Franke and Shah found that users who innovated were significantly
higher on measures of the two lead user characteristics than users who did
not innovate (table 2.4). They also found that the innovators spent more

2.71
3.58
4.94
4.56
4.29
3.27
3.90

Lead user characteristic 1: being ahead of the trend
“I usually find out about new products and solutions earlier than others.”
“I have benefited significantly by the early adoption and use of new products.”
“I have tested prototype versions of new products for manufacturers.”
“In my sport I am regarded as being on the “cutting edge.”
“I improved and developed new techniques in boardercrossing.”

Lead user characteristic 2: high benefit from innovationd
“I have new needs which are not satisfied by existing products.”
“I am dissatisfied with the existing equipment.”

<
<
<
<
<

0.001
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

p
p
p
p
p

p < 0.05

p < 0.01
p < 0.05

not significant

p < 0.01
p < 0.05

Significance of differencec

Source: Franke and Shah 2003, table 3.
a. All values are means; n = 60.
b. All values are means; n = 129.
c. Two-tailed t-tests for independent samples.
d. Rated on seven-point scale, with 1 = very accurate and 7 = not accurate at all. Two-tailed t-tests for independent samples.

4.38
5.13

4.03
4.34
5.65
5.38
5.84

3.61

2.89

d

3.82
4.14

68.71

2.85
3.39

72.48

Days per year spent participating in the sport

3.17
32.73

Non-innovatorsb

Role in communityd
“I am a very active member of the community.”
“I get together with members of the community for activities that are not
related to the sport (movies, dinner parties, etc.).”
“The community takes my opinion into account when making decisions”

4.46
43.07

Innovatorsa

Time in community
Years as a community member
Days per year spent with community members

Table 2.4
Factors associated with innovation in sports communities.
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time in sporting and community-related activities and felt they had a more
central role in the community.
Innovation among Hospital Surgeons
Lüthje (2003) explored innovations developed by surgeons working at university clinics in Germany. Ten such clinics were chosen randomly, and 262
surgeons responded to Lüthje’s questionnaire—a response rate of 32.6 percent. Of the university surgeons responding, 22 percent reported developing or improving some item(s) of medical equipment for use in their own
practices. Using a logit model to determine the influence of user characteristics on innovation activity, Lüthje found that innovating surgeons tended
to be lead users (p < 0.01). He also found that solutions to problems encountered in their own surgical practices were the primary benefit that the innovating surgeons expected to obtain from the solutions they developed (p <
0.01). In addition, he found that the level of technical knowledge the surgeon held was significantly correlated with innovation (p < 0.05). Also, perhaps as one might expect in the field of medicine, the “contextual barrier”
of concerns about legal problems and liability risks was found to have a
strongly significant negative correlation with the likelihood of user invention by surgeons (p < 0.01).
With respect to the commercial value of the innovations the lead user
surgeons had developed, Lüthje reported that 48 percent of the innovations
developed by his lead user respondents were or soon would be marketed by
manufacturers of medical equipment.
Discussion
The studies reviewed in this chapter all found that user innovations in general and commercially attractive ones in particular tended to be developed
by lead users. These studies were set in a range of fields, but all were focused
on hardware innovations or on information innovations such as new software. It is therefore important to point out that, in many fields, innovation
in techniques is at least as important as equipment innovation. For example,
many novel surgical operations are performed with standard equipment
(such as scalpels), and many novel innovations in snowboarding are based
on existing, unmodified equipment. Technique-only innovations are also
likely to be the work of lead users, and indeed many of the equipment inno-
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vations documented in the studies reviewed here involved innovations in
technique as well as innovations in equipment.
Despite the strength of the findings, many interesting puzzles remain
that can be addressed by the further development of lead user theory. For
example, empirical studies of innovation by lead users are unlikely to have
sampled the world’s foremost lead users. Thus, in effect, the studies
reviewed here determined lead users to be those highest on lead user characteristics that were within their samples. Perhaps other samples could have
been obtained in each of the fields studied containing users that were even
more “leading edge” with respect to relevant market trends. If so, why were
the samples of moderately leading-edge users showing user innovation if
user innovation is concentrated among “extreme” lead users? There are at
least three possible explanations. First, most of the studies of user innovation probably included users reasonably close to the global leading edge in
their samples. Had the “top” users been included, perhaps the result would
have been that still more attractive user innovations would have been
found. Second, it may be that the needs of local user communities differ,
and so local lead users really may be the world’s lead users with respect to
their particular needs. Third, even if a sample contains lead users that are
not near the global top with respect to lead users’ characteristics, local lead
users might still have reasons to (re)develop innovations locally. For example, it might be cheaper, faster, more interesting, or more enjoyable to innovate than to search for a similar innovation that a “global top” lead user
might already have developed.

10

Application: Searching for Lead User Innovations

Users and manufacturers can apply the insights developed in this book to
improve their innovation processes. In this chapter, I illustrate by showing
how firms can profit by systematically searching for innovations developed
by lead users. I first explain how this can be done. I then present findings
of a study conducted at 3M to assess the effectiveness of lead user ideageneration techniques. Finally, I briefly review other studies reporting systematic searches for lead users by manufacturers, and the results obtained.
Searching for Lead Users
Product-development processes traditionally used by manufacturers start
with market researchers who study customers in their target markets to
learn about unsatisfied needs. Next, the need information they uncover is
transferred to in-house product developers who are charged with developing a responsive product. In other words, the approach is to find a user need
and to fill it by means of in-house product development.
These traditional processes cannot easily be adapted to systematic searching for lead user innovations. The focus on target-market customers means
that lead users are regarded as outliers of no interest. Also, traditional
market-research analyses focus on collecting and analyzing need information and not on possible solutions that users may have developed. For
example, if a user says “I have developed this new product to make task X
more convenient,” market-research analyses typically will note that more
convenience is wanted but not record the user-developed solution. After all,
product development is the province of in-house engineers!
We are therefore left with a question: How can manufacturers build a
product-development process that systematically searches for and evaluates
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Only lead user
prototypes available
Commercial versions of product available

Number
of users
perceiving
need

Time
Figure 10.1
Innovations by lead users precede equivalent commercial products.

lead user-generated innovations? (See figure 10.1.) It turns out that the
answer differs depending on whether the lead users sought are at the leading edge of “advanced analog” fields or at the leading edge of target markets. Searching for the former is more difficult, but experience shows that
the user-developed innovations that are most radical (and profitable)
relative to conventional thinking often come from lead users in “advanced
analog” fields.
Identifying Lead Users in Advanced Analog Fields
Lead users in advanced analog fields experience needs that are related to but
more extreme than those being faced by any users, including lead users,
within the target market. They also often face a different set of constraints
than those affecting users in the target market. These differences can force
them to develop solutions that are entirely new from the perspective of the
target market.
As an example, consider the relationship between the braking requirements faced by users of automobiles (let’s call auto users the target market)
and the braking requirements faced by large commercial airplanes as they
land on an airport runway (the advanced analog market). Clearly, the braking demands on large airplanes are much more extreme. Airplanes are
much heavier than autos and land at higher speeds: their brakes must rapidly dissipate hundreds of times more energy to bring the vehicle to a stop.
Also, the situational constraints are different. For example, auto drivers are
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often assisted in braking in winter by the application of salt or sand to icy
roads. These aids cannot be applied in the case of aircraft: salt would damage aircraft bodies, and sand would be inhaled into jet engines and damage
them.
The result of the more extreme demands and additional constraints
placed on solutions to aircraft braking was the development of antilock
braking systems (ABS) for aircraft. Auto firms conducting searches for valuable lead user innovations regarding auto braking were able to learn about
this out-of-field innovation and adapt if for use in autos—where it is common today. Before the development of ABS for autos, an automobile firm
could have learned about the underlying concept by studying the practices
of users with a strong need for controlling skidding while braking such as
stock car auto racing teams. These lead users had learned to manually
“pump” their brakes to help control this problem. However, auto company
engineers were able to learn much more by studying the automated solutions developed in the “advanced analog” field of aerospace.1
Finding lead users in advanced analog markets can be difficult because
discovering the relevance of a particular analog can itself be a creative act.
One approach that has proven effective is to ask the more easily identified
lead users in target markets for nominations. These lead users tend to know
about useful advanced analogs, because they have been struggling with
their leading-edge problems for a long time, and often have searched
beyond the target market for information.
Networking from innovators to more advanced innovators in this way is
called pyramiding (von Hippel, Thomke, and Sonnack 1999). Pyramiding is
a modified version of the “snowballing” technique sometimes used by sociologists to identify members of a group or accumulate samples of rare
respondents (Bijker 1995). Snowballing relies on the fact that people with
rare interests or attributes tend to know others like themselves. Pyramiding
modifies this idea by assuming that people with a strong interest in a topic
or field can direct an enquiring researcher to people more expert than themselves. Experiments have shown that pyramiding can identify high-quality
informants much more efficiently than can mass-screening techniques
under many conditions (von Hippel, Franke, and Prugl 2005). Pyramiding
was made into a practical industrial process by Mary Sonnack, a Division
Scientist at 3M, and Joan Churchill, a psychologist specializing in the development of industrial training programs.
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Identifying Lead Users in Target Markets
In general it is easier to identify users at the leading edge of target markets
than it is to identify users in advanced analog fields. Screening for users
with lead user characteristics can be used. When the desired type of lead
user is so rare as to make screening impractical—often the case—pyramiding can be applied. In addition, manufacturers can take advantage of the
fact that users at the leading edge of a target market often congregate at specialized sites or events that manufacturers can readily identify. At such sites,
users may freely reveal what they have done and may learn from others
about how to improve their own practices still further. Manufacturers interested in learning from these lead users can easily visit the sites and listen in.
For example, sports equipment companies can go to sporting meets where
lead users are known to compete, observe user innovations in action, and
compare notes.
Essentially the same thing can be done at virtual sites. For example, recall
the practices of StataCorp, a supplier of statistical software. Stata sells a set
of standard statistical tests and also a language and tools that statisticians
can use to design new tests to serve their own evolving needs. Some Stata
users (statisticians) took the initiative to set up a few specialized websites,
unaffiliated with StataCorp, where they post their innovations for others to
download, use, comment on, and improve. StataCorp personnel visit these
sites, learn about the user innovations, and observe which tests seem to be
of interest to many users. They then develop proprietary versions of the
more generally useful tests as commercial products.
When specialized rendezvous sites for lead users don’t exist in a particular field, manufacturers may be able to create them. Technicon Corporation,
for example, set up a series of seminars at which innovating users of their
medical equipment got together and exchanged information on their innovations. Technicon engineers were free to listen in, and the innovations
developed by these users were the sources of most of Technicon’s important
new product improvements (von Hippel and Finkelstein 1979).
The 3M Experiment
To test whether lead users in advanced analog fields can in fact generate
information that leads to commercially valuable new products, Lilien,
Morrison, Searls, Sonnack, and von Hippel (2002) studied a natural experi-
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ment at 3M. That firm was carrying out both lead user projects and traditional market research-based idea-generation projects in the same divisions
at the same time, and in sufficient numbers to make statistical comparisons
of outcomes possible.
Methods
3M first began using the lead user method in one division in 1996. By May
2000, when data collection began, five divisions of 3M had completed
seven lead user (LU) idea-generation projects and had funded further development of the product concepts generated by five of these. These same five
divisions also had 42 contemporaneously funded projects that used “find a
need and fill it” idea-generation methodologies that were traditional practice at 3M. We used these two samples of funded ideas to compare the
performance of lead user idea-generation projects with traditional ideageneration projects. Although 3M cooperated in the study and permitted
access to company records and to members of the product-development
teams, the firm did not offer a controlled experimental setting. Rather, we
as researchers were required to account for any naturally occurring differences after the fact.
Our study methodology required a pre-post/test-control situation, with at
least quasi-random assignments to treatment cells (Cook and Campbell
1979). In other words, our goal was to compare samples of development
projects in 3M divisions that differed with respect to their use of lead user
idea-generation methods, but that were as similar as possible in other
respects. Identifying, understanding, and controlling for the many potential sources of difference that could affect the natural experiment involved
careful field explorations. Thus, possible differences between project
staffing and performance incentives applied to LU and non-LU idea-generation projects were assessed. We looked for (and did not find) differences in
the capabilities or motivation of LU and non-LU project team members
with respect to achieving a major new product advance. 3M managers also
said that there was no difference in these matters, and a content analysis of
formal annual performance goals set for the individual LU and non-LU
team members in a division that allowed access to these data supported
their views.
We also found no major differences in the innovation opportunities
teams faced. They also looked for Hawthorne or placebo effects that might
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affect the project teams differentially, and found none. (The Hawthorne
effect can be described as “I do better because extra attention is being paid
to me or to my performance.” The placebo effect can be described as “I
expect this process will work and will strive to get the results I have been
told are likely.”) We concluded that the 3M samples of funded LU and
non-LU idea-generation projects, though not satisfying the random
assignment criterion for experimental design, appeared to satisfy rough
equivalence criteria in test and control conditions associated with natural
or quasi-experimentation. Data were collected by interviews and by survey
instruments.
With respect to the intended difference under study—the use of lead user
methods within projects—all lead user teams employed an identical lead
user process taught to them with identical coaching materials and with
coaching provided by members of the same small set of internal 3M
coaches. Each lead user team consisted of three or four members of the
marketing and technical departments of the 3M division conducting the
project. Teams began by identifying important market trends. Then, they
engaged in pyramiding to identify lead users with respect to each trend
both within the target market and in advanced analog markets.
Information from a number of innovating lead users was then combined by
the team to create a new product concept and business plan—an “LU idea”
(von Hippel, Thomke, and Sonnack 1999).
Non-lead-user idea-generation projects were conducted in accordance
with traditional 3M practices. I refer to these as non-LU idea generation
methods and to teams using them as non-LU teams. Non-LU teams were
similar to lead user teams in terms of size and make-up. They used data
sources for idea generation that varied from project to project. Market
data collected by outside organizations were sometimes used, as were data
from focus groups with major customers and from customer panels, and
information from lab personnel. Non-LU teams collected market information from target markets users but not from lead users.
Findings
Our research compared all funded product concepts generated by LU and
non-LU methods from February 1999 to May 2000 in each of the five 3M
divisions that had funded one or more lead-user-developed product concepts. During that time, five ideas generated by lead user projects were
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Table 10.1
Concepts for new products developed by lead user project teams had far more commercial promise than those developed by non-lead-user project teams.
LU product

Non-LU product

concepts (n =5)

concepts (n = 42)

Significance

6.8

0.01

5.3

0.09

Factors related to value of concept
Novelty compared with
9.6
competitiona
Originality/newness of customer 8.3
needs addressed
% market share in year 5
Estimated sales in year 5
(deflated for forecast error)
Potential for entire product
familya

68%
$146m

33%
$18m

0.01
0.00

10.0

7.5

0.03

Operating profit
Probability of success
Strategic importancea
Intellectual property protectiona

22%
80%
9.6
7.1

24.0%
66%
7.3
6.7

0.70
0.24
0.08
0.80

Factors related to organizational
Fit with existing distribution
channelsa
Fit with existing manufacturing
capabilitiesa
Fit with existing strategic plana

fit of concept
8.8

8.0

0.61

7.8

6.7

0.92

9.8

8.4

0.24

Source: Lilien et al. 2002, table 1.
a. Rated on a scale from 1 to 10.

being funded, along with 42 ideas generated by non-LU idea-generation
methods. The results of these comparisons can be seen in table 10.1.
Product concepts generated by seeking out and learning from lead users
were found to be significantly more novel than those generated by nonLU methods. They were also found to address more original or newer customer needs, to have significantly higher market share, to have greater
potential to develop into an entire product line, and to be more strategically important. The lead-user-developed product concepts also had projected annual sales in year 5 that were greater than those of ideas
generated by non-LU methods by a factor of 8—an average of $146 million versus an average of $18 million in forecast annual sales. Thus, at 3M,
lead user idea-generation projects clearly did generate new product
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concepts with much greater commercial potential than did traditional,
non-LU methods (p < 0.005).
Note that the sales data for both the LU and non-LU projects are forecasts.
To what extent can we rely on these? We explored this matter by collecting
both forecast and actual sales data from five 3M division controllers.
(Division controllers are responsible for authorizing new productdevelopment investment expenditures.) We also obtained data from a 1995
internal study that compared 3M’s sales forecasts with actual sales. We combined this information to develop a distribution of forecast errors for a
number of 3M divisions, as well as overall forecast errors across the entire
corporation. Those errors range from forecast/actual of +30 percent (overforecast) to –13 percent (underforecast). On the basis of the information just
described, and in consultation with 3M management, we deflated all sales
forecast data by 25 percent. That deflator is consistent with 3M’s historical
experience and, we think, provides conservative sales forecasts.2 Deflated
data appear in table 10.1 and in the following tables.
Rather strikingly, all five of the funded 3M lead user projects created the
basis for major new product lines for 3M (table 10.2). In contrast, 41 of 42
funded product concepts generated by non-LU methods were improvements or extensions of existing product lines (χ2 test, p < 0.005).
Following the advice of 3M divisional controllers, major product lines
were defined as those separately reported in divisional financial statements.
In 1999 in the 3M divisions we studied, sales of individual major product
lines ranged from 7 percent to 73 percent of total divisional sales. The sales
projections for funded lead user project ideas all fell well above the lower
end of this range: projected sales five years after introduction for funded LU
ideas, conservatively deflated as discussed above, ranged from 25 percent to
over 300 percent of current total divisional sales.
Table 10.2
Lead user project teams developed concepts for major new product lines. Non-leaduser project teams developed concepts for incremental product improvements.

LU method
Non-LU method

Incremental product improvements

Major new product lines

0
41

5
1

Source: Lilien et al. 2002, table 2.
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To illustrate what the major product line innovations that the LU process
teams generated at 3M were like, I briefly describe four (one is not described
for 3M proprietary reasons):
•

A new approach to the prevention of infections associated with surgical

operations. The new approach replaced the traditional “one size fits all”
approach to infection prevention with a portfolio of patient-specific measures based on each patient’s individual biological susceptibilities. This innovation involved new product lines plus related business and strategy
innovations made by the team to bring this new approach to market successfully and profitably.
•

Electronic test and communication equipment for telephone field repair

workers that pioneered the inclusion of audio, video, and remote data
access capabilities. These capabilities enabled physically isolated workers to
carry out their problem-solving work as a virtual team with co-workers for
the first time.
•

A new approach, implemented via novel equipment, to the application of

commercial graphics films that cut the time of application from 48 hours to
less than 1 hour. (Commercial graphics films are used, for example, to cover
entire truck trailers, buses, and other vehicles with advertising or decorative
graphics.) The LU team’s solutions involved technical innovations plus
related channel and business model changes to help diffuse the innovation
rapidly.
•

A new approach to protecting fragile items in shipping cartons that

replaces packaging materials such as foamed plastic. The new product lines
implementing the approach were more environmentally friendly and much
faster and more convenient for both shippers and package recipients than
other products and methods on the market.
Lilien, Morrison, Searls, Sonnack, and I also explored to see whether the
major product lines generated by the lead user projects had characteristics
similar to those of the major product lines that had been developed at 3M
in the past, including Scotch Tape. To determine this we collected data on
all major new product lines introduced to the market between 1950 and
2000 by the five 3M divisions that had executed one or more lead user studies. (The year 1950 was as far back as we could go and still find company
employees who could provide some data about the innovation histories of
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these major products lines.) Examples from our 1950–2000 sample include
the following:
•

Scotch Tape: A line of transparent mending tapes that was first of its type

and a major success in many household and commercial applications.
•

Disposable patient drapes for operating room use: A pioneering line of

disposable products for the medical field now sold in many variations.
•

Box sealing tapes: The first type of tape strong enough to reliably seal cor-

rugated shipping boxes, it replaced stapling in most “corrugated shipper”
applications.
•

Commercial graphics films: Plastic films capable of withstanding outdoor

environments that could be printed upon and adhered to large surfaces on
vehicles such as the sides of trailer trucks. This product line changed the
entire approach to outdoor signage.
Table 10.3 provides profiles of the five LU major product lines and the 16
non-LU major product lines for which we were able to collect data. As can
be seen, innovations generated with inputs from lead users are similar in
many ways to the major innovations developed by 3M in the past.
Discussion
The performance comparison between lead user and “find a need and fill it”
idea-generation projects at 3M showed remarkably strong advantages associated with searching for ideas among lead users in advanced analog fields
with needs similar to, but even more extreme than, needs encountered in
the intended target market. The direction of this outcome is supported by
findings from three other real-world industrial applications of lead user
idea-generation methods that studied lead users in the target market but
not in advanced analog markets. I briefly describe these three studies next.
They each appear to have generated primarily next-generation products—
valuable for firms, but not the basis for radically new major product lines.
•

Recall that Urban and von Hippel (1988) tested the relative commercial

attractiveness of product concepts developed in the field of computer-aided
systems for the design of printed circuit boards (PC-CAD). One of the concepts they tested contained novel features proposed by lead users that had
innovated in the PC-CAD field in order to serve in-house need. The attractiveness of the “lead user concept” was then evaluated by a sample of 173
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Table 10.3
Major new product lines (MNPLs) generated by lead-user methods are similar to
MNPLs generated by 3M in the past.
LU

Past 3M

MNPLs
(n = 5)

MNPLs
(n = 16)

Significance

Noveltya compared with competition

9.6

8.0

0.21

Originality/newness of customer needs
addresseda
% market share in year 5
Estimated sales in year 5 (deflated for
forecast error)
Potential for entire product familya

8.3

7.9

0.78

68%
146mb

61%
$62mb

0.76
0.04

Operating profit
Probability of success

10.0
22%
80%

9.4
27%
87%

0.38
0.41
0.35

Strategic importance*
Intellectual property protectiona
Fit with distribution channelsa
Fit with manufacturing capabilitiesa
Fit with strategic plana

9.6
7.1
8.8
7.8
9.8

8.5
7.4
8.4
6.7
8.7

0.39
0.81
0.77
0.53
0.32

Source: Lilien et al. 2002, table 4.
a. Measured on a scale from 1 to 10.
b. Five-year sales forecasts for all major product lines commercialized in 1994 or later
(5 LU and 2 non-LU major product lines) have been deflated by 25% in line with 3M
historical forecast error experience (see text). Five-year sales figures for major product lines commercialized before 1994 are actual historical sales data. This data has
been converted to 1999 dollars using the Consumer Price Index from the Economic
Report of the President (Council of Economic Advisors 2000).

target-market users of PC-CAD systems relative to three other concept
choices—one of which was a description of the best system then commercially available. Over 80 percent of the target-market users were found to
prefer the concept incorporating the features developed by innovating lead
users. Their reported purchase probability for a PC-CAD system incorporating the lead user features was 51 percent, over twice as high as the purchase
probability indicated for any other system. The target-market users were
also found willing to pay twice as much for a product embodying the lead
user features than for PC-CAD products that did not incorporate them.
•

Herstatt and von Hippel (1992) documented a lead user project seeking to

develop a new line of pipe hangers—hardware used to attach pipes to the
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ceilings of commercial buildings. Hilti, a major manufacturer of construction-related equipment and products, conducted the project. The firm
introduced a new line of pipe hanger products based on the lead user concept and a post-study evaluation has shown that this line has become a
major commercial success for Hilti.
•

Olson and Bakke (2001) report on two lead user studies carried out by

Cinet, a leading IT systems integrator in Norway, for the firm’s two major
product areas, desktop personal computers, and Symfoni application
GroupWare. These projects were very successful, with most of the ideas
incorporated into next-generation products having been collected from
lead users.
Active search for lead users that have innovated enables manufacturers to
more rapidly commercialize lead user innovations. One might think that an
alternative approach would be to identify lead users before they have innovated. Alert manufacturers could then make some prior arrangements to get
preferred access to promising user-developed innovations by, for example,
purchasing promising lead user organizations. I myself think that such vertical integration approaches are not practical. As was shown earlier, the
character and attractiveness of innovations lead users may develop is based
in part on the particular situations faced by and information stocks held by
individual lead users. User innovation is therefore likely to be a widely distributed phenomenon, and it would be difficult to predict in advance
which users are most likely to develop very valuable innovations.
How do we square these findings with the arguments, put forth by
Christensen (1997), by Slater and Narver (1998), and by others, that firms
are likely to be miss radical or disruptive innovations if they pay close attention to requests from their customers? Christensen (1997, p. 59, n. 21)
writes: “The research of Eric von Hippel, frequently cited as evidence of the
value of listening to customers, indicates that customers originate a large
majority of new product ideas. . . . The [Christensen] value network framework would predict that the innovations toward which the customers in
von Hippel’s study led their suppliers would have been sustaining innovations. We would expect disruptive innovations to have come from other
sources.” Two points should help clarify this matter.
First, I agree that there is often a dance of mutual misleading between
suppliers (manufacturers) and their customers. As was discussed in chapter
4, manufacturers have an incentive to develop innovations that utilize their
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existing capabilities—that are “sustaining” for them. Customers know this,
and a customer that is considering switching to new technology is unlikely
to request it from a supplier that would consider it to be disruptive. In this
sense, the manufacturer may be receiving misleading signals from its customers. For example, suppose that a customer for computer memory is considering switching from disk-drive memory to semiconductor-based
computer memory—a technology that is disruptive from the viewpoint of a
manufacturer of disk drives. That customer is unlikely to tell its supplier of
disk drives about its plan. Instead, it is likely to ask that manufacturer for a
quote on an improved disk drive, at the same time asking a semiconductor
manufacturer for a quote on a semiconductor memory product. Why does
the customer do this? Because it knows that the disk-drive manufacturer is
very unlikely to supply semiconductor memories even if asked: the manufacturer very obviously does not have current capability to do so. Indeed,
the most likely outcome of such a request is likely to be a negative one
from the customer’s point of view. The disk-drive manufacturer is likely to
become less responsive to that customer, reasoning as follows: “We will soon
lose Customer X to suppliers of semiconductor-based memory anyway.”
Second, lead users are a much broader category than customers of a specific firm, and many have incentives that differ from those of customers.
Lead users generating innovations of interest to manufacturers can reside,
as we have seen, at the leading edges of target markets, and also in advanced
analog markets. The innovations that some of these develop are certainly
disruptive from the viewpoint of some manufacturers—but the innovating
users are unlikely to care about this. After all, they are developing products
to serve their own needs. Tim Berners-Lee, for example, developed the
World Wide Web as a lead user working at CERN. The World Wide Web was
certainly disruptive to the business models of many firms, but this was not
Berners-Lee’s concern. The independence of lead users is the reason that
manufacturing firms must search for lead user innovations as 3M did in its
lead user idea generation studies. “Listening to your customers” is not the
same thing as searching for lead users (Danneels 2004). Many lead users
have no incentive to lead, mislead, or even contact suppliers that might
eventually benefit from or be disrupted by their innovations. They are simply solving their own needs via in-house innovation.
I conclude this chapter by reminding the reader that studies of the
sources of innovation show clearly that users will tend to develop some
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types of innovations but not all. It therefore makes sense for manufacturers
to partition their product-development strategies and portfolios accordingly. They may wish, for example, to move away from actual new product
development and search for lead users’ innovations in the case of functionally novel products. At the same time manufacturers may decide to continue to develop products that do not require high-fidelity models of need
information and use environments to get right. One notable category of
innovations with this characteristic is dimension-of-merit improvements to
existing products. Sometimes users state their needs for improved products
in terms of dimensions on which improvements are desired—dimensions of
merit. As an example, consider that users may say “I want a computer that
is as fast and cheap as possible.” Similarly, users of medical imaging equipment may say “I want an image that is of as high a resolution as is technically possible.” If manufacturers (or users) cannot get to the end point
desired by these users right away, they will instead progressively introduce
new product generations that move along the dimension of merit as rapidly
and well as they can. Their rate of progress is determined by the rate at
which solution technologies improve over time. This means that sticky solution information rather than sticky need information is central to development of dimension-of-merit improvements. Manufacturers will tend to
have the information they need to develop dimension of merit innovations
internally.

Notes

Chapter 2
1. LES contains four types of measures. Three (“benefits recognized early,” “high benefits expected,” and “direct elicitation of the construct”) contain the core components
of the lead user construct. The fourth (“applications generation”) is a measure of a
number of innovation-related activities in which users might engage: they “suggest
new applications,” they “pioneer those applications,” and (because they have needs or
problems earlier than their peers) they may be “used as a test site” (Morrison, Midgely,
and Roberts 2004).
Chapter 3
1. Cluster analysis does not specify the “right” number of clusters—it simply segments a sample into smaller and smaller clusters until the analyst calls a halt.
Determining an appropriate number of clusters within a sample can be done in different ways. Of course, it always possible to say that “I only want to deal with three
market segments, so I will stop my analysis when my sample has been segmented
into three clusters.” More commonly, analysts will examine the increase of squared
error sums of each step, and generally will view the optimal number of clusters as
having been reached when the plot shows a sudden “elbow” (Myers 1996). Since this
technique does not incorporate information on remaining within-cluster heterogeneity, it can lead to solutions with a large amount of within-cluster variance. The
“cubic clustering criterion” (CCC) partially addresses this concern by measuring the
within-cluster homogeneity relative to the between-cluster heterogeneity. It suggests
choosing the number of clusters where this value peaks (Milligan and Cooper 1985).
However, this method appears to be rarely used: Ketchen and Shook (1996) found it
used in only 5 of 45 segmentation studies they examined.
2. http://groups-beta.google.com/group/comp.infosystems.www.servers.unix
3. http://modules.apache.org/
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4. To measure heterogeneity, Franke and I analyzed the extent to which j standards,
varying from [1; i], meet the needs of the i individuals in our sample. Conceptually,
we first locate a product in multi-dimensional need space (dimensions = 45 in the
case of our present study) that minimizes the distances to each individual’s needs.
(This step is analogous to the Ward’s method in cluster analysis that also minimizes
within cluster variation; see Punj and Stewart 1983.) The “error” is then measured as
the sum of squared Euclidean distances. We then repeated these steps to determine
the error for two optimally positioned products, three products, and so on up to a
number equaling I – 1. The sum of squared errors for all cases is then a simple coefficient that measures how much the needs of i individuals can be satisfied with j standard products. The “coefficient of heterogeneity” just specified is sensitive both to
the (average) distance between the needs and for the configuration of the needs: when
the needs tend to form clusters the heterogeneity coefficient is lower than if they are
evenly spread. To make the coefficient comparable across different populations, we
calibrate it using a bootstrapping technique (Efron 1979) involving dividing the coefficient by the expected value (this value is generated by averaging the heterogeneity
of many random distributions of heterogeneity of the same kind). The average random heterogeneity coefficient is then an appropriate value for calibration purposes:
it assumes that there is no systematic relationship between the needs of the individuals or between the need dimensions.
5. Conceptually, it can be possible to generate “one perfect product” for everyone—
in which case heterogeneity of demand is zero—by simply creating all the features
wanted by anyone (45 + 92 features in the case of this study), and incorporating them
in the “one perfect product.” Users could then select the features they want from a
menu contained in the one perfect product to tailor it to their own tastes. Doing this
is at least conceptually possible in the case of software, but less so in the case of a
physical product for two reasons: (1) delivering all possible physical options to everyone who buys the product would be expensive for physical goods (while costing
nothing extra in the case of information products); (2) some options are mutually
exclusive (an automobile cannot be both red and green at the same time).
6. The difference between actual willingness to pay and expressed willingness to pay
is much lower for private goods (our case) than for public goods. In the case of private goods, Loomis et al. (1996) found the expressed willingness to pay for art prints
to be twice the actual WTP. Willis and Powe (1998) found that among visitors to a
castle the expressed WTP was 60 percent lower than the actual WTP. In the case of
public goods, Brown et al. (1996), in a study of willingness to pay for removal of a
road from a wilderness area, found the expressed WTP to be 4–6 times the actual
WTP. Lindsey and Knaap (1999), in a study of WTP for a public urban greenway,
found the expressed WTP to be 2-10 times the actual WPT. Neil et al. (1994) found
the expressed WTP for conserving an original painting in the desert to be 9 times the
actual WTP. Seip and Strand (1992) found that less than 10 percent of those who
expressed interest in paying to join an environmental organization actually joined.
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Chapter 6
1. As a specific example of a project with an emergent goal, consider the beginnings
of the Linux open source software project. In 1991, Linus Torvalds, a student in
Finland, wanted a Unix operating system that could be run on his PC, which was
equipped with a 386 processor. Minix was the only software available at that time but
it was commercial, closed source, and it traded at US$150. Torvalds found this too
expensive, and started development of a Posix-compatible operating system, later
known as Linux. Torvalds did not immediately publicize a very broad and ambitious
goal, nor did he attempt to recruit contributors. He simply expressed his private motivation in a message he posted on July 3, 1991, to the USENET newsgroup
comp.os.minix (Wayner 2000): Hello netlanders, Due to a project I’m working on (in
minix), I’m interested in the posix standard definition. [Posix is a standard for UNIX
designers. A software using POSIX is compatible with other UNIX-based software.]
Could somebody please point me to a (preferably) machine-readable format of the latest
posix-rules? Ftp-sites would be nice. In response, Torvalds got several return messages
with Posix rules and people expressing a general interest in the project. By the early
1992, several skilled programmers contributed to Linux and the number of users
increased by the day. Today, Linux is the largest open source development project
extant in terms of number of developers.
Chapter 7
1. When they do not incorporate these qualities, they would be more properly
referred to as networks—but communities is the term commonly used, and I follow
that practice here.
2. hacker n. [originally, someone who makes furniture with an axe] 1. A person who
enjoys exploring the details of programmable systems and how to stretch their capabilities, as opposed to most users, who prefer to learn only the minimum necessary.
2. One who programs enthusiastically (even obsessively) or who enjoys programming
rather than just theorizing about programming. 3. A person capable of appreciating
hack value. 4. A person who is good at programming quickly. . . . 8. [deprecated] A
malicious meddler who tries to discover sensitive information by poking around.
Hence password hacker, network hacker. The correct term for this sense is cracker
(Raymond 1996).
3. Source code is a sequence of instructions to be executed by a computer to accomplish a program’s purpose. Programmers write computer software in the form of
source code, and also document that source code with brief written explanations of
the purpose and design of each section of their program. To convert a program into
a form that can actually operate a computer, source code is translated into machine
code using a software tool called a compiler. The compiling process removes program
documentation and creates a binary version of the program—a sequence of computer
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instructions consisting only of strings of ones and zeros. Binary code is very difficult
for programmers to read and interpret. Therefore, programmers or firms that wish to
prevent others from understanding and modifying their code will release only binary
versions of the software. In contrast, programmers or firms that wish to enable others to understand and update and modify their software will provide them with its
source code. (Moerke 2000, Simon 1996).
4. See www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html#GPL
5. http://www.sourceforge.net
6. “The owner(s) [or ‘maintainers’] of an open source software project are those who
have the exclusive right, recognized by the community at large, to redistribute modified versions. . . . According to standard open source licenses, all parties are equal in
the evolutionary game. But in practice there is a very well-recognized distinction
between ‘official’ patches [changes to the software], approved and integrated into the
evolving software by the publicly recognized maintainers, and ‘rogue’ patches by
third parties. Rogue patches are unusual and generally not trusted.” (Raymond 1999,
p. 89)
Chapter 8
1. See also Bresnahan and Greenstein 1996b; Bresnahan and Saloner 1997; Saloner
and Steinmueller 1996.
Chapter 10
1. ABS braking is intended to keep a vehicle’s wheels turning during braking. ABS
works by automatically and rapidly “pumping” the brakes. The result is that the
wheels continue to revolve rather than “locking up,” and the operator continues to
have control over steering.
2. In the general literature, Armstrong’s (2001) review on forecast bias for new product introduction indicates that sales forecasts are generally optimistic, but that that
upward bias decreases as the magnitude of the sales forecast increases. Coller and
Yohn (1998) review the literature on bias in accuracy of management earnings forecasts and find that little systematic bias occurs. Tull’s (1967) model calculates $15 million in revenue as a level above which forecasts actually become pessimistic on
average. We think it reasonable to apply the same deflator to LU vs. non-LU project
sales projections. Even if LU project personnel were for some reason more likely to be
optimistic with respect to such projections than non-LU project personnel, that
would not significantly affect our findings. Over 60 percent of the total dollar value
of sales forecasts made for LU projects were actually made by personnel not associated with those projects (outside consulting firms or business analysts from other
divisions).
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